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Few
After two years as the fall guy, waffler in chief

Chairman,
I am moving on to a new role. It’s been an interesting and rewarding couple of years – in common with the other committee
roles, there is a lot more going on than meets the eye. Running
a club like ours takes a lot of work behind the scenes, often
not all that visible to members, so let’s start here with a heartfelt thanks to the outgoing
Committee for the countless hours of personal time
invested in the club.
Looking back on the
past two years there are
a few highlights worth remembering; We got an all
new web site – and it is
appropriate to thank Gill
Vine and Tony Short (Web
Site Tony as we shall call
him) for all that they did
to run the previous web
site. We purchased an onsite storage facility to reside at the Leisure Centre, a new (well
new to us) club server - thanks to Chris Edwards for donating it - and a new accounting system, which will improve our
financial reporting and reduce workload and the occasional inaccuracy that Excel inevitably allows to creep in.
What we also got quite a few new of (if that is grammatically unpunishable) is members and that, of course, is the
most important thing of all. It has been particularly pleasing
to see a return to large groups of new trainees coming into the
club – something we have not seen much of in recent years.
We are now in the position of having to scale back try dive
and recruitment activities for a short while, as our resources
are finite and we are currently at about optimum membership
levels. A good problem to have, you might say. Let us hope that
we see this up trend continue!
So here is to a great 2016 and let’s hope for an equally
enjoyable 2017, with dives already opening, and a club week
in Cornwall to look forward to.
Safe and happy diving!

JonPayne

readers will be old
enough to remember the advert
with the catchy jingle (see heading) from the company that used to
rent TVs at a time when few could
afford to buy such luxuries! Well
the stunning Caribbean Island of
Grenada, just off the Venezuelan
coast, is another rare luxury but
one worth saving up for.
In September, we flew Gatwick to St Lucia, touched down for
30 mins and then hopped South to
the tiny spice island of Grenada;
famous for nutmeg, mace and cocoa. Five minutes from the airport
is Sandals La Source whose luxury
status includes all the scuba diving
you can handle with some of the
best reef diving in the Caribbean.
The dive centre is right on
the hotel’s beach and the spacious
catamaran bobs in the shallows.
Whilst the beach-crew loads full
cylinders the boat-crew tosses those
from the morning into the sea – if
they float they are empty!
At least twice a day the
boat goes out for a two cylinder
dive trip with the usual collection
of die-hard BSAC Brits, a smattering of gorgeous but clueless honeymooners and an array of advanced
PADI paddlers. Still blue water is
sliced by the bow and bright white
foam charges astern as we speed
10 minutes out into the Caribbean
Sea for wrecks and reefs.
The #1 wreck for many off
this paradise island is the Bianca C.
The ‘shake down’ dive is 37m onto
the wreck with the seabed another
10m below and all on a single 12l –
good job the DO isn’t reading this!
But the dive guides are extremely
well organised, qualifications and
credentials all checked and lone
divers buddied up for safety.
Bianca C was a 180m
cruise ship on her way from Italy to
Venezuela. She went down in 1961
following a fire in the boiler room
whilst anchored off St Georges, the

capital of Grenada. Fortunately
only two lives were lost from the
673 people on board.
A giant stride off the port side and
you plunge into fresh, warm water

diver reaches 100 bar and we start
our ascent. It is far too soon for
some but better to be safe, we can
always dive another day.
The second dive is always a

in a 2mm shorty, followed by a free
descent until the Bianca C emerges
from the gloom. Even at this depth
the bright Caribbean sunshine
clearly illuminates the wreck, heavily overgrown with corals, but visibility is limited to about 10m which
means you never get to fully appreciate the impact of this huge vessel.
There is a strict no-penetration rule so this would be fantastic to return to with a twin set or
rebreather for a proper rummage
around. In 30 degree C water, air
consumption is good and narcs nonexistent which makes for a relaxing
dive. But just as two huge, spotted
eagle rays start a majestic flypast the first

reef, typically 10-15m with the best
sea-life I have witnessed outside of
the Red Sea. Dense, lush, healthy
coral is awash with lion, puffer and
angel fish and shoals of tropical life
every colour of the rainbow.
We also dived, around the
island, on the Atlantic side at Shark
Reef. With a bit more chop and
current this is a stunning reef, not
surprisingly home to the occasional
sleeping nurse shark. The magic
here is when you put your camera
into macro mode and take a very
close look at, in and under the
rocks. Amongst the coral and

plants is a riot of colour in miniature with pea-sized polyps, cute
Crustacea and fabulous fish.
Surface intervals are always
short – 30 minutes to change cylinders, grab a drink, fresh fruit and
cookies. However always watch the
horizon; on day 2 we shared our
surface interval with a turtle who
bobbed around just a few meters
from the boat. On day 3 two-dozen
dolphins appeared portside, leaping and playing as if for our amusement. The skipper gunned the engines and as the catamaran surged
forward, pushing spray up under
the bows, the dolphins cut across
into our path and the race was on!
The cetaceans may have been first
across the imaginary aquatic winning line but the excited punters on
board, snapping away with iPhones
and GoPros, certainly thought they
had won the day!

Tw e l v e

months of planning.
11 divers. 6 degrees
centigrade waiting at
departures. 5 a.m.
pick up for the drive
to Gatwick. 4 weeks
till Christmas. 3 hundred kilos
of dive gear. 2 rebreathers.
One week’s diving on
M/V Blue Horizon on the Northern Wrecks n Reefs itinerary in
the Red Sea.
It started out as a club
trip, chartering a whole liveaboard for a winter week in the
Red Sea sunshine with all the
diving you can handle. Northern Wrecks and Reefs includes
all your favourite dive sites with
the iconic Thistlegorm at the
top of the list. But the rest of
the itinerary are all world class
dives in themselves, only in the
shadow of the great T do they
get relegated to the second division. Marcus, Ghiannis D, Rosalie Muller and Carnatic form
the red carpet of the Red Sea.
But the tail end of the
recession and terrorist attacks
over Sharm el Sheik took their
toll on the guest list. In the end,
with some heavy last minute
discounts, just shy of a dozen
Bracknell divers tucked into
their cooked breakfasts at the
Gatwick Weatherspoons. Who
drinks beer at 7am?
Having arrived at Crawley’s finest in the dark we spill
out of the Thomson jet at Hur-

gada just as the sun is setting
again. There are some interesting conversations with customs
as they threaten to bring in drug
enforcement to examine the 30
kgs of bagged white granules.
Crack cocaine or Sofnolime?
Fortunately, minus a cavity
search, we get through and a
short mini bus ride finds us at
M/V Blue Horizon.
Four floors of holiday
comfort; the sun deck is on the
flying bridge, then the lounge
bar, dining room and diving
deck with cosy cabins below.
Friday night is check in, orientation, allocation and most importantly kit check. If anything
is missing or busted now is the
time to find out as we won’t be
seeing land again for a while.
Saturday morning is a
lazy lie in until 07:30 and after
breakfast we set off to nearby
Poseidon’s Reef for a check-out
dive. Everything seems to be
working, including the two rebreathers, the sea is a constant
27 degrees, even though viz
is poor by Red Sea standards
varying from 10-20 metres.
A relaxing chug out to
Abu Nuhas over lunch and the
first proper dive is on the SS
Carnatic, a classic 19th century steam / sail ship
known as the
bottle
wreck with the sea bed
at 27m and scattered
with...broken bottles.
Quite broken up itself,
she lies at 45 degrees
with the wooden decks
long gone but the steel
spas creating a lattice work covered in

soft corals. The classic view
is to swim inside and look out
through them into the deep blue
– stunning!
From Sunday onwards
we settle into a punishing routine of wake up at 05:30, briefing
and first dive from 06:00, breakfast, 11:00 dive, lunch, 15:00 afternoon dive, hot snack, 18:00
night dive and 20:00 dinner. In
the words of the hyper-expressive, ex-para, dive guide Wooly
“dive, eat, sleep, repeat!”
So many dives and
everyone had their own highlight. The night dive on the SS
Thistlegorm was so atmospheric and the early morning swim
through of this classic WW2
supply ship, historical with its
cargo of BSA motorbikes, Bedford trucks, rifles and 6” shells.
Reefs were more similar, typically with a white sandy
bed covered in hard coral outcrops at around 14 to 20m, often home to sleepy blue spotted rays, exotic lion fish floating
suspended in mid water and
moray eels hiding in the crevices ranging from the 6” white
pepper moray to the intimidating 6’ common moray.

Quickly the sandy bottom gives way to the steeply
climbing reef wall. A complex riot
of hard and soft corals with fish
of every shape, colour and size
all frenetically interacting in an
intense ecosystem. You climb
the wall and at 10m the sunlight
breaks through, switching the
monochrome almost instantly
into a burst of technicolor. Everything becomes brighter, more
colourful and more vibrant than
seems possible and each safety stop becomes a sub aquatic
fairground of movement and
colour.
SS Rosalie Muller is the
deepest dive of the week with
decks at 35m and a sea bed another 10m or so below. The 32%
gas mix gets knocked down by
5% or so but, with single cylinder diving, the bottom time is
a little over 20 minutes except
for the “Chuckle Brothers” our
resident CCR divers, who are
again first in and last out with
twice the open circuit dive time.
This wreck went down just days
after the Thistlegorm and at the
hands of the same raiding party
coming after the supply ships,
down from the Mediterranean. Rosalie was full of Welsh
coal when she set off in 1941
traveling the length of Africa,
around the Cape and back up
the Eastern coast. Many of the
supply ships were heading for
Alexandria via the Suez Canal

and were supposedly at safe
anchorage when the Henkel
bombers found them just days
away from completing their
treacherous voyages. Much of
the “Welsh gold” still sits in the
holds today.
Being winter the sun
was setting about 17:30 and the
ship’s stern floodlights would
come on bringing pipe fish,
squid and octopus swimming to
the surface. And in their cephalopod wake would occasionally
come their predators, the bottle-nose dolphins! In pods of 10
or 20 animals the dark dorsal
fins would cut the surface with
a puff of salty breath from their
blow hole before diving down
again to continue their feast.
The night dives were
curious events. We would drop
into the inky black sea just an
hour later into a strangely upside down world. Usually dark
is down and the sunlit surface
is up. On a night dive this is
reversed with the white sandy
sea bed lit up by a thousand
lumens of LED brilliance, whilst
the black night sky above sucks
all reflected light away into the
vacuum of space.
At night the hectic reef
slows down to a walking pace,
the polyps tuck themselves
away and many of the fish find
a sheltered ledge or nook to
sleep in. But that’s when the
hunters come out, the most voracious of which are the
delicate lion fish. They
have learned to hunt by
the lights of divers’ torches and sure enough within minutes of the start of
the dive my buddy and I
are being stalked by two.
One is large, 12” and a
kilo...the other is bigger...much, much bigger.
They swim between us
like hunting dogs, within

arm’s reach, and scour the sea
bed for prey.
If your beam catches
something between 3” and 6”
the lion fish lock on and glide
stealthily towards the prey. 		
They get within a few inches
and hang perfectly vertical,
head down, above their supper,
hover for a moment and then
dart down snapping it up in the
blink of an eye!
		
All too soon it is
Thursday and just two morning
dives on the reefs of Um Gammar before heading south back
to the Marriott Marina at Hurgada. Kit is dried off during the trip
back and the evening is spent
packing, relaxing and enjoying a
few drinks over the last supper.
Friday, we clear everything off
the boat and head for the hotel
pool for some R&R before the
long flight home to sub-zero GB
and the waiting arms of friends
and family.

As
outgoing Diving Officer, I thought it

would be appropriate
to reflect on the three
years in the role. During
this time, I saw mostly
good diving practices,
improving skills, and a positive and
reasonable approach to diving.
However, there are a few diving
aspects that have surfaced on several occasions (pun intended) that
most certainly show an opportunity
for improvement. The following is
my attempt at helping promote better and safer diving, and I hope that
you use it to review your own dive
practices – we can all improve.

GAS MANAGEMENT
AND REVIEW
I already highlighted this at the recent AGM but I think it is very important as it impacts you both as a
diver, dive buddy and Dive Manager. The issue is poor planning and
that it – somehow - made it onto a
dive planning sheet. That should
never have happened.
The details are that on a
few occasions divers have planned
for a dive that was simply not
achievable with the gas carried. I
do not mean that they did not allow for enough gas to cover the
requirement for one third reserve,
but that there was not enough gas
on the diver’s back to do the dive at
all. The divers would have run out
of gas on the bottom. Although in
all cases, dive conduct was good
and the buddy pairs left the bottom
based on gas and returned with a
decent reserve. Just a lot sooner
than planned.
The troubling point is not
so much the poor planning of the
less experienced divers (although
that is a concern) but rather that it
was not identified and dealt with by
the more experienced buddies or,
more importantly, by the Dive Managers responsible for approving
the plan on the day.
As a consequence of
these, and other similar, incidents,
the new DO, Andy H, and I have
started work on an informal work-

shop to look at the practicalities
of planning. In particular, how to
plan a dive when your buddy has
a different computer to you, how to
reconcile and work with computers
and tables and a recap on calculating gas requirements for a dive.
In addition, we will be working on
guidance for more experienced
divers, providing an approach to
quickly review a less experienced
diver’s plan. Finally we will develop guidance and simple tools
for Dive Managers, allowing them
to quickly detect plans that may not
be achievable so they can discuss
this with the diver in question and
revise the plan, if needed.

DIVER COMPLACENCY
Another, related, issue that I want
to raise is a specific behaviour
exhibited by some experienced
divers as well as divers moving
toward more demanding diving.
That is the case of approach and
complacency.
It is very easy to get complacent about dive planning especially if you do similar kinds of
dives often. If you always did the
same dive it would be less of an
issue, but what can happen is that
you get out of the habit and rigor
of planning and it is very easy to
end up aiming to do a dive that is
just that bit more challenging and,
hence, be at increased risk.
An analogy: I used to
know a man who would often tell
how he never put on a seatbelt.
He argued two points: 1) That he
was not ever planning to crash anyhow (this was for comic effect);
and 2) Everything was fine and he
never had any
problems so far
right? Although
he really knew
that the belt provided protection,
he allowed his

recent positive experiences
to inform his considerations
about risk. Put another
way his frequent exposure
to not getting injured reinforced his comfort with a
false belief system. This is
human nature. Obviously,
you can choose not to use a seatbelt and you could suffer no ill effect for a long time. But on that
one occasion where it goes wrong
the outcome may be severe.
Let me draw a parallel to
diving: You are going for a dive
that is similar to ones you have
done before. So you reason that
there is no need to work out a
plan as you basically know this
one. But what tends to happen
for most divers is that their diving
becomes more adventurous over
time which usually means deeper,
longer and, as a consequence, requires more deco. If in a car crash
it is the speed that hurts, with diving it is deco. If you allow the bad
habits to take over and don’t have
a routine of detailed planning and
execution of your diving it is difficult to retrain your attitude later,
you always have your evolutionary
background working against you.
Don’t let human nature and complacency take over.
But it is not just taking the
time to do a proper plan. As divers
we should all get into a routine of
checking ourselves, our kit, and
together we agree a detailed plan.
Or not getting into a habit of ‘getting away with it’.
None of us will ever be
such good divers that we don’t
need to plan for our diving, and
neither should we expect our buddy to be.

Matt, the now
ex DO

A new venue was found for the annual Skittles competi-

tion and the Frog and Wicket in Eversley Cross found by
Felicity Townsend, our Entertainment Officer, was a real
gem of a find to carry out our hard fought battle. If the contestants could stop talking and drag themselves away from
the alcohol, the contest would have been even more competitive. Balls were bowled down the alley in all manner of
techniques. Only over arm was discouraged for the safety of
the members!
Most people seemed to understand the rules and
were quite competitive during the first round, but the following rounds seemed to comprise of - “OK if I must”.
While the competitive edge may have been blunted
the enthusiasm returned with the arrival of the food. Without doubt this was probably the highlight of the evening,
delicious and piping hot. From talking to a packed room of
participants, we believe somebody won, rumour has it that
it may have been Bendy.
What a silly and enjoyable time was had by all. My
name’s first on the list for the next one. The evening seemed
to be a popular event with our newer membersgiving them a
chance to meet and chat outside the diving environment.
Thank you, Felicity for all your hard work, - a great
success.

BOTH days of the

last Bracknell Sub-Aqua dive
weekend were blessed with
calm seas and fair weather.
The nine of us Alan Brown
my ADM, Steve Capel, Tony
Coldham, Clive Plowden,
Steve Lawson, Jon Payne,
Tu Longpham, Richard
Watson and myself set off
on the Wey Chieftain IV dive
catamaran skippered by Richard Bright-Paul and crewed
by the lovely Sue.
We joined the boat at
Portland Marina an hour or
so before ropes off, so that
the Ocean Divers had chance

to talk to their respective dive
buddies. We had nine divers
which posed a question. Who
was going to dive with whom?
The sensible arrangement was for an experienced
diver to buddy an Ocean
Diver. We resolved the three
diving together as Jon, Steve
C with the most experienced
Ocean Diver Richard, who
had been away from diving
but who was near completing
his Sports Diver qualification
when he left the sport, therefore having the best skills.

It was always our intention to make the dives undemanding giving the newer
divers a good, stress free diving experience. Ropes off at
0900 hrs gave us an unhurried
trip to dive the bow of the Black
Hawk at about 18 metres. Richard the skipper soon found the
wreck and
the shotline fixed
firmly in the
ironwork.
As Tu and
I were the
last down
the shot we
released it
as requested. Tu went
about this
task like he
had been
doing it all his life!
Easy swim around the
wreck, then it was time to return
to the surface. Tu deployed the
DSMB midwater, no mean feat
for the most qualified. Back
onboard a lot of smiling faces
cupping their drink of preference together with the divers
bacon sandwiches and pasties
in contrast to Tu’s tomato and
avacado salad. Not your usual
diving fayre!
My diving was done
for the day, I sustained a wet

crotch, No not that! My pocket
on the dry suit had snagged
on some metalwork which had
perforated the suit.
My absence allowed
the other divers to return to
the conventional configuration
for the drift
dive
only
a few hundred metres
away. Being
alone
on the boat
gave me a
chance to
talk to the
skipper.
Richard had for the last
year or so been involved in the
Shipwreck Project. Sue and Richard are both proficient divers
and their professionalism was
in evidence as we chatted,
their eyes never strayed from
the deployed DSMB’s drifting
on the tide. 		
Talking to Richard during the surface interval he often runs ‘off season’ dives for
those trainees who want to
hone their skills in the relatively benign waters that can be
found around Portland during
the winter months.
Back to Portland for
gas fills, then a pint and bag
of crisps before important feet
up and rest. We had booked

a table for twelve at the Pie &
Ale Shop, just as well as the
place was packed, though
we asked the manager nicely
for two extra seats for Louise
and Alan Ashbery, two exmembers and owners of the
Eastney Hotel, they kindly
obliged.
Another bright and relatively warm day began on
Sunday, Richard suggested
that we headed east as the
wind was beginning to head
towards strength of fours and
fives. As most of the experienced divers will understand
rough seas
are not necessarily
a
problem below the surface as the
sea state becomes more
benign. Returning
to
the surface
poses the hazard of not being able to be seen, together with climbing onto a swell
tossed lift and returning to
the kitting up bench.
The effect of the
waves was illustrated going
around Portland Bill as we
bounced jauntily to our next
dive site.
The James Fennel
was soon found, buddy
checks done and down the
shotline to the very broken
up wreck. Tu and I again removed the shot away from
the wreck before ascending
on Tu’s DSMB. Plenty of fish
life over both wrecks, crabs,
scallops and congers.
The weather was beginning to cloud over and a

swell was developing during
the drift dive. All up and safe
it was time for us to ride the
waves around Portland Bill
to the calm waters of the
marina. A good weekend’s

diving with the new divers
showing their potential and
maturity to become the next
generation of Dive Leaders
and beyond.
Mike Lindsay

So

the
long
planned trip to dive
the Sound of Mull
started with twentyfour divers, some
with family members
and one dog, making
the approximately
10 hr trip north from
Bracknell to Lochaline in Scotland. This
journey involves a lot
of motorways until
Glasgow, but after
this it goes through
some particularly stunning
scenery along Loch Lomond

modest cottages
we have hired for
our stay. 		
Once settled in,
it’s time to explore
the area which requires copious application of Avon’s
and through
Glencoe. After
the short ride
on the ferry
across from
Corran to Ardgour, the final stretch to
Lochaline starts to reflect
the remoteness of the area as
we drive along a single track
road with passing places,
hoping we don’t meet a touring caravan anytime soon.
One small observation - the
road surface appears better
here than in Berkshire!
Eventually we reach
our accommodation based
at The Ardtornish Estate, either in apartments in one of
the two rather grand houses
or in one of the two more

Skin So Soft to ward off the
swarms of the dreaded nosee-ums aka Scottish midges.
Other wildlife spotted early
in the mornings were deer
- much more
attractive but
far less likely to
stay around.
So the
dive week starts
as we drive
down to the
marina to meet

up with Mark Lawrence,
owner of the two dive boats
Sound Diver I and Sound
Diver II, and Alan Livingstone, who shared skippering duties with Mark. 		
Divers loaded their kit and
then went on the first dive,
providing a chance for some
of us to reacquaint ourselves
with the wrecks and wildlife
that make diving the Sound
Of Mull rather special.
Over the six days
we dived the wrecks of the
Breda (26m), Rondo (655m), Hispania (24m), Shuna (23m), SS Thesis (20-35)
and Ballista (3-10m) , some
twice, which together with
drifts along rocky walls provided excellent diving for all
of our divers whatever their
level of qualification and experience. The weather was
a mixed bag but when we
did have sun it really lit up
the anemones cloaking each
of the wrecks. We also saw
some pretty impressive rainbows, the bonus from that
rain.
During one of our dive
intervals we visited Tobermory, the picturesque town
on Mull, with the buildings
on the harbour front paint-

ed in various bright colours,
and particularly well known
from the children’s TV show
Balamory. We had time for
lunch and a poke around
the shops, in particular the
one selling handmade chocolates, and the whisky distillery.
There were also opportunities for a spot of
mackerel fishing between
dives, sometimes successfully. Other food forays came
with hilarity of attempting to
catch Squad Lobsters. The
challenge was to grab them

a low rock over on the Mull
shoreline!
One day following our
dives, the skipper received
an urgent request for assistance from a yacht owner unable to retrieve his anchor. It
had been caught on something and he needed divers
to investigate. Donning kit
once more, Matt and Paul
took on the challenge. Luckily it was shallow as this was
going to be their third dive,
but I gather it was also extremely murky. After a bit
of a search they discovered

and get them into a bag
before the one previously
caught, escaped! Of course
catching scallops is a little
easier once you get your eye
in.
Between dives we
watched seals relaxing on the
little islands in the Sound of
Mull, with gannets plunging and
even on a couple
of occasions passing
porpoises.
One
particular
highlight was spotting a magnificent
White Tailed Sea
Eagle posing on

that the anchor was snagged
on an underwater rope and
they were able to free it. One
happy yacht skipper and
divers doing their bit towards
WAFI/diver relationships!
Mid week the whole
group visited the Lochaline
Hotel, which is the only pub

THE Forest Suite at the

in this small village but luckily it serves some pretty good
food. The landlord, his wife
and the staff coped very well
with us all, but I do feel sorry for the other diners that
night competing for space
with such a large party.
So eventually the week
came to an end and how
else could we mark
the sad occasion but
have a BBQ! Unfortunately it rained some
of the time, but we
are divers and carried on regardless. At
least the midges can’t
fly while it rains! So it
was burgers, bangers,

and hand dived scallops and
maybe a bit of beer that concluded the 2016 Bracknell
Sub Aqua visit to Lochaline.
Finally, I would like
to thank Matt Fry and Andy
Hodgson who planned the
week’s diving and organised
the accommodation and
also to all my fellow divers
and their families who made
this a truly memorable trip.

Leisure Centre was the venue
for the Bracknell Sub-Aqua
Club Annual General meeting. The Chairman welcomed
the members and the roll-call
register was duly completed
and with a quorum the AGM
began.
The Chairman opened
his remarks by noting what a
good diving season we had
enjoyed. The training has
gone apace throughout the
year and we currently have
108 divers of which 18 are
social members. Try dives
converted to active members
ratio was very good. The try
dives proving so popular that
we have had to scale back
the numbers, so that we offer any participants a good
experience.
The new website became operational and now
means we are self-reliant, not
forgetting the help given by
Gill Vine and her colleague
in setting up the original website.
A new accounting system has been commissioned
from Benchmark at the mod-

est cost of £12 per month.
The addition of a replacement
server so kindly donated by
Chris Edwards gives the club
a more manageable and accessible computer system.
Jon reinforced the
mantra that new blood and
co-opting people to help
the committee is vital for the
growth of the club. An added

idea is for open committee
sessions during 2017 to give
the members a chance to see
how decisions are made and
acted upon.
The amount of £979
was donated by the Club during 2016 and the new charities selected for 2017 by a
show of hands were Diveability and Pilgrim Hearts.
His last words were

his sincere thanks to the rest
of the committee for their inestimable hard work.
The previous year’s
AGM minutes were approved.
Geoff Baker delivered
a short and sweet Treasurer’s report, outlining that we
had a healthy balance sheet
and the new accounting system will allow more detailed
records to be kept.
The Diving Officer’s
first words were thanks to
all the Dive Managers who
helped make this year’s diving so successful. He emphased the need for more
divers to help organise dive
throughout the year. To this
end a dive planning meeting
will be held during January/
February to move this forward.
Although the years diving was generally of a good
standard, poor planning and
lack of gas was a recurring
shortcoming in some of the
dives. More on this elsewhere
in this Mouthpiece issue.
The Training Officer kept his
presentaion brief by firstly

thanking all the instructors for
the dedication throughout the
year and the attending membership showed their approval
in the usual way. The presentation offered detailed information on how many qualifications had been attained by
club members. A new innovation that is under discussion is
to limited the try dive experience to the first Thursday in
the month, this will give some
order to the try dive system.
The Club Awards as always are eagerly awaited especially for those who do not
yet have a glass diver (your
editor among them).
The awards are selfexplanatory and the kind and
effusive words outlining each
presentation has been omitted to save the recipients
blushes.
The
photographic
competition was divided into
three categories: Overseas,
UK and video. Nic Hallett carried off the overseas prize
while the winner of the best
UK photograph was awarded
to Jonna Fry and video award
to Dawn Ryan.
Two questions came
from the floor in Any Other
Business, one from Garry
Beattie asking if HQ appreciated our efforts in recruitment
and the second questioner
asked if the club promoted
themselves enough in the
media via press releases. 		
Answers to both these
questioned had response from
the floor by Jeff Reed who felt
we needed newsworthy information particularly charitable
events. Jon Payne thanked
everybody for attending.

Awards
Most Promising Diver Dawn Ryan
Try Dive Instructor: Andy Taylor
Try Dive Introducer: Tu Pham
Catch of the Year Richard ‘Bendy’ Camplin
Osborne Award: Gill Vine
Instructor of the Year: Matt Fry
Diver of the Year: Andy Hodgson
Mouthpiece Award: Ruth Beattie
Fun awards
‘Mr Zippy’: Peter Newman
The Wrong Trousers: Terry Ede
Out od Gas(oline): Richard ‘Bendy’ Camplin
40 winks: Ian Plumley
Full Monty: Jacqueline Crowe
Tea bag: Jon Payne
Twice Dived Scallops: Andy Taylor
Faulty Plumbing: Mike Rousou
Dive in a manger: Andy Hodgson
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A
new dive year
awaits and a new Div-

ing Officer has been
appointed.
For those who don’t
yet know me, I’m
Andy Hodgson.
With the help
and guidance of the
club I have progressed
from PADI crossover to Sports Diver and
then on to Advanced Diver,
Open Water Instructor and
Closed Circuit Rebreather
Instructor (plus doing most
of the SDC’s that are available). I am very grateful
for all that has been done
to further my diving career
and hope to repay by giving back to the club to my
best endeavours.

The role of Diving Officer on first impression is quite onerous. But
with the support of the
members by following Safe
Diving Practise and club
guidance I hope my task
ahead will be as trouble
free and enjoyable as it can
be.
My primary goal is
to ensure safe and enjoyable diving within the club
environment.
This does not need
to entail draconian rules
and iron fisted management. Diving should be fun

so keep me informed
on what you plan to
do and what you have
done, both inside and
out of the club environment.
		
Let’s all wish
for a safe and rewarding and enjoyable
2017 diving season.
and I want to see it remain
that way.
I have great respect
for all those who have preceded me in this role and
only hope to emulate the
great work they have done.
Please make an effort to
practice in the pool over the
winter months and keep
those skills up to date. It
costs nothing to bring your
kit to the pool every now
and then; it may just help
prevent an avoidable diving incident.
There will be a
number of skills refreshers run in the near
future. I hope to see
many of you joining in.
I’m an approachable chap,

Andy Hodgson
Diving Officer

